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Presentation Notes
Good morning and welcome! My name is MayChee Yang, and I will be facilitating our public listening and input session.We are the Structural Funding Inequities Subcommittee1 of 4 subcommittees created by the Gov’s Health Equity CouncilTotal of 7 subcommittee membersToday, we have a panel of 4, that includes 2 of our own subcommittee members:William Parke-Sutherland, Health Policy Analyst w/ Kids Forward located in Dane CountyAndrea Werner, Senior Vice President of Population Health Strategy & Transformation w/ Bellin Health located in Green BayWe also have 2 subject matter expertsTamarine Cornelius, Wisconsin Budget Project *coordinator* w/ Kids ForwardJon Peacock, Policy Director w/ Kids Forward, has more than 40 years of experience working on public policy issues in Wisconsin. Since 1999, Jon has worked at Kids Forward, where he is the policy director and initiated the Wisconsin Budget Project. The Budget Project engages in analysis and education relating to state fiscal issues, with an emphasis on the impact of state tax and spending choices on Wisconsin children and families, particularly people of color and those furthest from opportunity. 



Purpose

Develop recommendations focusing on issues of
• Financing shortfalls in health care accessibility
• Failures in government assistance programs
• Opportunities for preventative health care

Today:
• Overview of two recommendations on economic security
• Listen and collect input
• Q & A
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our purpose as a subcommittee is to…Develop recommendations that address issues on:financing shortfalls in health care accessibility,failures in government assistance programs, andopportunities for preventative health care.We plan to submit recommendations to the full Gov’s Health Equity Council for review and consideration, with the end goal of building a cohesive package of initiatives to advancing health equity within our state.Today, will be:An overview of 2 recommendations focused on economic security that are currently being drafted as we speakAnd provide time at the end of the slides, to listen to your input/commentsAnd respond to any questions you may have as well***Extra info***This subcommittee covers local financing shortfalls in healthcare accessibility, failures in government assistance programs, and opportunities for preventative healthcare through food policy. This subgroup is broken into four categories:Safety Net Pitfalls: Design failures in government assistance programs produce administrative burdens, complex or exclusive eligibility requirements.Medicaid/BadgerCare Expansion: Missed opportunity to serve more of the state health and social needs.Misalignment of state and local funding: Decoupling local financing shortfalls from healthcare accessibility, such as by ensuring that poor counties’ limited revenue sources do not shortchange or prevent essential healthcare and social provisions.Healthy food access: Opportunities for food policy reform and investment as a pathway to preventative healthcare. Priorities in this subcategory include using food policy and investments in infrastructure (community gardens, walkability of a city) to address concerns that some communities have “more access to alcohol than fresh fruit and vegetables” and also clarifying and reforming “investments that result in additional consumption of unhealthy food.”



Overview
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Policy Pathways
Executive (Governor)

Agency 
(Dept. of Health Services)
Biennial Budget

Legislative (Law-making)

Guiding Criteria
Achievable through one of our policy 
pathways.
Reflect a commitment to equitable and 
just practices across all sectors of 
society 
Directed at structural and systemic 
levers, not individual behavior
Actionable

Prioritization
Generated 20 ideas

Narrowed down to 5 ideas

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A brief overview or background of this group’s progress includes 3 areas worth noting…Policy pathways: There are different ways in how our recommendations can become reality…some thru the Governor, or DHS, or through the biennial budget process, or as a separate legislative proposal.Guiding criteria: The subcommittee was tasked with developing and writing recommendations that…Reflect a commitment to equitable and just practices across all sectors of society (i.e., disparity reduction/elimination).Are directed at structural and systemic levers, not individual behavior; andRecommendations that are actionable.Prioritization:Initially, our group generated a total of 20 ideas.We have since then, prioritized what were originally 20 ideas to now 5 recommendations.



Recommendations focused on 
ECONOMIC SECURITY
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Raising the minimum wage
Expanding the state

Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today – our panelists will be going over 2 recommendations:Raising the minimum wageIncreasing income and workforce participation by expanding the state Earned Income Tax Credit to include adults without dependent children.Together, both recommendations focus on Economic Security.



Raising the minimum wage
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Economic Hardship in Wisconsin

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In Wisconsin, people of color are far more likely to live in poverty than White people. About 9% of the White Non-Hispanic population in Wisconsin lives in poverty, compared to 27% of the Black population and the Native American population, 20% of the Hispanic population, and 13% of the Asian population. This disparity means that a Black person in Wisconsin is more than three times as likely to live in poverty as a White person.  



Raising the minimum wage
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We can see this economic hardship reflected in household incomes as well. A typical White non-Hispanic household in Wisconsin has $68K of income a year.A typically Black household, in contrast, only has about $35K in income, slightly over half of a typical White household. That means for every $1 in income a typical White household has, a typical Black household has only 51 cents. A typical Native American household makes $42K and a typical Latinx household in WI makes $47K. That amounts to between 60 and 70 cents on the dollar for the income for White households. Raising Wisconsin’s minimum wage to $15 an hour from its current level of $7.25 would reduce hardship and poverty, especially for Black and Brown workers disproportionately employed in the lowest-paying jobs. 



Raising the minimum wage
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Improves Health and Reduces Disparities

• Reduces stress associated with economic hardship
• People are more likely to have the resources they 

need to improve health
• Associated with a wide range of positive health 

effects

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What are the mechanisms for how an increase in the minimum wage can improve health?reduces the significant stress associated with struggling to make ends meetallows people to engage in behaviors that can improve health. For example, they are more likely to be able to afford medications to manage chronic conditions, safer housing, buying fruits and vegetablesRaising the minimum wage is associated with a wide range of positive health effects, including:lower rates of chronic disease like hypertension and arthritisbetter birth outcomeslower mortality ratesfewer cases of child maltreatment, lower rates of sexually transmitted diseaseslower suicide rateslower rates of obesity. 



Raising the minimum wage
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Those are some facts and figures highlighting how raising wages be one step towards closing health gaps. Here’s also a story of a person who struggled with low wages. This is Maria Fernandes, her boyfriend, and his daughter. She worked at Dunkin Donuts, for just over minimum wage. And because that isn’t nearly enough to survive on, she worked three jobs, at three Dunkin Donuts shops, grabbing a couple of hours of sleep in her SUV when she could, between shifts, two hours here, three hours there. She left the car running so she would be ready to get up in an instant and start it all over again. In fact, she started keeping a container of fuel in the back so she wouldn’t run out of gas, because she didn’t want to wake up to an empty tank. The container tipped over, and she died in her sleep from the gas fumes. She was wearing her Dunkin Donuts uniform. 



Raising the minimum wage
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Increasing the minimum wage to $15 would lift the wages of half of Black workers and over half of Hispanic workers in Wisconsin, as well as one-third of Asian workers. It would lift the wages of one-quarter of White workers.Most workers – nearly 6 out of 10 – who would get a raise are age 25 or older. Full-time workers who get a raise would earn an additional $3,500 a year,



Raising the minimum wage
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Context

• WI’s minimum wage has lost purchasing power 
• Most states have higher minimum wages, 

including “red” states
• Link minimum wage to increases in cost of living
• Real-world effects

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wisconsin’s minimum wage was last increased twelve years ago. Since then, it has lost about one-fifth of its purchasing power from inflation.In contrast to Wisconsin, most states have minimum wages that exceed the federal minimum: 29 states have minimums that exceed the federal minimum wage of $7.25 an hour, including states with Republican-dominated state government, such as Arizona, Nebraska, and Missouri, and Wisconsin’s neighboring states of Minnesota and Illinois. About 40% of workers live in states that have approved raising their minimum wages to $15.An additional 46 counties and cities across the country have set their own minimum wage laws, a course of action that lawmakers have prohibited in Wisconsin.Wisconsin could phase a higher minimum wage in over several years to make it easier for employers to adjust. And then we could do what many states do which is link it to the cost of living, so as the cost of living goes up, so does the minimum wage, and that way the minimum wage goes up in small, regular, automatic increments. Despite claims that raising the minimum wage would reduce job opportunities for vulnerable groups of workers, the best evidence shows little to no job losses in the wake of minimum wage increases and a net wage gain even if job losses have occurred.



Raising the minimum wage
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• Would need to be a law
• Phased in, and by 2025
• Tipped minimum?
• Enforcement

Implementation



Expanding the state EITC
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Benefits of Earned Income Tax Credits (EITCs)
• Increased workforce participation 
• A major boost to family health and well-being
• Reduced low-birthweight babies

(especially for black mothers)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Benefits of federal and state Earned Income Tax Credits (EITCs)Research shows that EITCs, which have enjoyed broad bipartisan support, accomplish the following:-- Increase workforce participation -- Give a major boost to family health and well-being-- Reduce the number of low-birthweight babies (especially for black moms)



EITCs are much larger for custodial parents
than for other adults
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Maximum federal EITC amounts 

Tax filer Maximum federal 
credit

Single parent with 3 kids $6,660

Single parent with 2 kids $5,920

Single parent with 1 child $3,584

Childless adult (2020) $538

Childless adult (2021) $1,540



The 2021 increase for “childless adults” 
helps lift them out of poverty
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Example: A 25-year-old cashier working roughly 30 
hours/week at $9 an hour.

Gross income $13,500  (30 hrs/wk. X 50 weeks X $9/hr.)
Federal income tax - $130
Payroll tax - $1,048
2020 federal EITC + $160
2020 net income $12,482
Federal poverty 
level 2020

$13,261

2021 federal EITC +$1,116
2021 net income $13,598 ($29 above the 2021 poverty line)



The WI EITC, unlike the federal credit, doesn’t     
include adults without dependent children
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• 30 states have their own EITCs 

• Of those, only Wisconsin excludes adults 
who don’t have dependent kids

• Roughly 300,000 WI adults would benefit 
by remedying that exclusion 



Recommendations and implementation
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• We need to promote use of the federal credit 

• WI should also have an EITC that doesn’t discriminate 
against adults without dependent children

• Preferably it should be a percentage of the federal 
credit

• A state credit of 30% of the federal would provide up to 
$460/yr in supplemental income 



Questions or comments
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Raising the minimum wage Expanding the state EITC

For more information: Governor’s Health Equity Council 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At this time, we value any feedback or comments listeners would like to share.If there are any questions, we will do our best to answer them today.

https://www.dhs.wisconsin.gov/hec/index.htm
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Thank you

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MISC. INFOTimeline and process going forward:Drafts of recommendations to be completed by January.Then the Health Equity Council will decide how our recommendations discussed today will be included into the Health Equity Council’s final proposal to the Governor.
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